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COOKBOOK REVIEW

‘Notes From a Kitchen’ is an art
project without recipes
By T. Susan Chang  |  G L O BE C O RRES PO N DEN T      MA RC H  1 4 ,  2 0 1 2

A bit like last year’s “Modernist Cuisine’’ (but half the size and $400 cheaper), “Notes

From a Kitchen’’ is a genre buster and a head scratcher, depending on your perspective.

An art project bound in two sumptuously embossed volumes, it’s billed in its

promotional copy as “the re-envisioning of the modern American cookbook.’’

Yet the one thing this book is not is a cookbook. It’s a portrait, a travelogue, a gallery,

and an immersive analog experience. What you won’t find in it is recipes. Jeff Scott and

Blake Beshore (one an artist, one a chef, both provocateurs) take as their subject the

obsessions of chefs and then document them - obsessively. Tatroux is the company

created by the authors for their film and print work; they published the books

themselves.

Many of the tidbits of wisdom disclosed in these

10 portraits fall short of being revelations: “Make

it new,’’ “keep it pure,’’ “respect the ingredients,’’

“work clean’’ - all articles of faith in any serious

restaurant kitchen. Equally familiar to most

readers will be glimpses of kitchen culture. Chefs

are exacting, meticulous, and abusive. Kitchen life

is not as glamorous as it looks on TV. Real cooks

cannot abide pretense or affectation, but most

view suffering as part of the life. And while most

of us pepper our speech with the meaningless

interjection “like,’’ chefs use a different four-

letter word for the same purpose.

Scott is a documentary filmmaker, and the set’s design illustrates the difficulties in
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translating a filmic sensibility to stills. Distracting type elements bleed off the page as if

they long to be in motion, and often obscure the photographs they are meant to

highlight.

Photographic layering techniques make close-ups of chefs’ handwritten notebooks even

more illegible and mysterious than they are to begin with. The heavy graphic design

visually objectifies the chefs and their innermost thoughts in a way that might make

sense in the fluid medium of film, but feels almost invasive in this static object. Indeed,

by making a fetish of chefs’ obsessions, the books court the same affectation chefs

themselves so strenuously try to avoid.

But there are fascinating moments, like seeing how molecular cooking has worked its

way into restaurant kitchens, with gelling powders and liquid nitrogen casually stowed in

the workspaces. Or the way many chefs emphasize the importance of feeling free to fail,

despite the rigors and precise demands of their jobs.

By far the most compelling character in the book is Sean Brock, a chef whose portrait

takes up most of the first volume. Though Brock is a typically profane and restless chef,

his approach to food embodies an ethos of respect and veneration of Southern culture

that goes from farm to table and back to farm again in an endlessly enriching loop.

There is but one quasi-recipe to be found: Brock’s lavishly-illustrated 14-page spread on

making a cocktail called the Julian. You’re supposed to use 107-proof 20-year-old

Pappy Van Winkle bourbon whiskey (rare as hen’s teeth and considered by some the

finest whiskey in the land). We used the much-more-available 7-year-old Baker’s

bourbon, and made our own brown sugar cubes with turbinado. We followed the 14

pages of instruction as carefully as we could. The cocktail was scented, cool, balanced,

even textured. I couldn’t begin to tell you why.

If it is, in fact, the “re-envisioning of the modern cookbook,’’ “Notes From a Kitchen’’

doesn’t exactly empower you to cook. On the contrary, you suspect you should maybe

just let the pros handle it, with their heightened senses and mad skills. We come away

haunted by the sense that while we, as home cooks, are as free to fail as any great chef,

we - unlike great chefs - may also be doomed to fail.

T. Susan Chang can be reached at admin@tsusanchang.com.
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